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How Do We See Our Students? 

 

 

  



 

Wednesday, January 8 

 

8:30AM-9:00AM Check-in & Continental Breakfast 

(West Campus Lobby) 

9:00AM-10:30AM Announcements and Keynote Presentation 

11:00AM-12:30PM Session I 

12:30PM-1:30PM Lunch 

1:45PM-3:15PM Session II 

3:30PM-5:00PM Session III 

5:00PM Check Out  

(West Campus Lobby) 

  

  



 

Wednesday, January 8 Session Descriptions 

 

Session One 11:00a.m. - 12:30 p.m. 
 

Open, Inclusive Pedagogy: Sound + Vision - Follow-up Session 

Bonnie Stewart, Keynote Speaker 

11:00AM-12:30PM  

WCB S147 (Auditorium) 

Attend a follow-up session on Dr. Bonnie Stewart’s keynote address. Come with your questions, 

ideas and an open-mind!  

 
 

Program Review 

Tracy Labadie 

11:00AM-12:30PM 

WC M119 

This session will offer an opportunity to learn about the Program Review process, review 

process expectations, and helpful tips. All are welcome to drop-in if you have questions or want 

more information about the process. Those who are beginning their program review in Spring 

are highly encouraged to attend!  

 

 
Characteristics of Community College Students 

Eva Menefee and Cheryl Garayta 

11:00AM-12:30PM 

WC M120 

Community college student demographics differ significantly from the traditional four-year 

university student. These differences can affect students' approach to their college experience 

and their performance in your classroom. Learn about common characteristics of community 

college students along with some simple strategies to help increase student achievement across 

disciplines. 

 
 

 



 

Alternatives to Traditional Grading – Discussion Series 

Martha Madigan 

11:00AM-12:30PM 

WC M121 

In this discussion-based session we will examine and explore a number of alternative styles of 

assessing students’ progress, from individual assignments, such as Authentic Assessments and 

Pass/Fail assignments, to overall grading systems like Linda Nilson’s concept of specifications 

grading and Jesse Stommel’s Ungrading. We’ll look at the pros and cons of each, the downfalls 

of giving partial points and discuss some possibilities in which different styles can be combined 

to make grading a better reflection of student learning. 

 

 

Respecting Trans Students 

Sarah Garcia-Linz and Jess Stevens 

11:00AM-12:30PM 

WC M122 

Many of our students identify as transgender, non-binary, or gender non-conforming. These 

students often face increased barriers (personal, financial, academic) and as faculty and staff, 

we want all students to feel safe, included, and supported. 

The goal of this workshop is to provide a basic understanding of what some of these barriers 

may be, what resources are available, explore some real-life scenarios, and provide a chance to 

ask questions and share experiences. 

 

Breaking Down Barriers to Success 

Elizabeth Clifford and Daron MacKinder 

11:00AM-12:30PM 

WC M124 

In this session we will discuss the effects of anxiety and Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) 

and how these barriers can be overcome with coping strategies, resilience, and relationships 

through reflecting on our own experiences of overcoming challenges. Come and see how these 

principles have guided the design of the Math Supply Drop and explore ways to implement 

strategies in your classroom. We will share a student-produced movie on building relationships 

from our Digital Media, Audio, and Cinema courses. 

 

 

 



 

So I’ve Collected All This Writing... Now What Do I Do With It?: Providing Effective Feedback  

Jill Reglin 

11:00AM-12:30PM 

WC M124A 

Feedback on student writing can take many forms and have different purposes, depending on 

the type of writing, the point in the process at which students are producing the writing, and 

whether you are evaluating the work or providing suggestions for further revision. Learning 

how to provide effective feedback is a skill that can be learned and further developed through 

practice. Meaningful, thoughtful response geared toward helping students improve their 

writing is time-consuming but doesn’t have to be excruciating. In this session, we will discuss 

purposes for feedback, types of feedback and methods for providing suggestions that students 

can understand and use. We will also practice giving feedback on some real student writing. No 

red pens allowed. 

 

OER Award Kick-off: Road Map to Success 

Amy Larson 

11:00AM-12:30PM 

WC U233 

This session is designed for OER awardees, but everyone wanting to know more about OERs is 

welcome.  Come to learn about the team that will support OER development, publishing (Open 

Learning Lab and StarPress), accessibility, licensing, expectations and how to receive 

compensation.   

 

Tips for Power Users: Microsoft Outlook 2019 (Desktop Installation) 

Brendan Fleishans 

11:00AM-12:30PM 

WC U240 

Designed for established Microsoft Outlook 2019 users, this workshop concentrates on tips and 

tricks for increasing productivity using this application. This workshop will concentrate primarily 

within the Outlook Email and Calendar systems, and will focus on the following productivity 

tools: Quicksteps, Managing Rules and Alerts, Out of Office Messages, Signatures, Scheduling 

Meetings from Email, and Creating Recurring Tasks. Those who wish to participate in the live 

demonstration and exercises are encouraged to bring their LCC issued laptops. 

 



 

Using Google Apps in the Face-to-Face Classroom 

Wyl McCully 

11:00AM-12:30PM 

WC U242 

Google Docs and Desire2Learn are not just for online course work. These tools have unique and 

exciting uses in the face-to-face classroom as well. In this hands-on presentation, the facilitator 

and participants will discuss and share how online tools can be used in the classroom as part of 

creative and engaging lesson plans to reach students and assess learning outcomes. 

Participants should  possess relatively strong computer skills, knowledge and comfort with both 

Desire2Learn and Google Docs, and access to Google applications through an LCC Google 

account. If you would like access to your LCC Google account contact the LCC HelpDesk at 517-

483-5221. 

 

Engaging Students in D2L 

Chris Richards and Kara Wiedman 

11:00AM-12:30PM 

WC U244 

Engaging Students in D2L is a new, self-paced training designed to provide an overview of the 

D2L tools and third party integrations available to Instructors and students that can be used to 

support engagement practices in D2L courses. This training provides a technical overview and 

demonstration of tools, as well as pedagogical strategies for incorporating tools into D2L 

courses to enhance engagement and support learning. This session will provide an overview of 

the training, as well as Q&A opportunities. 

 

 

 

  



 

Session Two 1:45 p.m. - 3:15 p.m. 
 

Transfer: Why It’s Important and How to Make it Happen 

Cheryl Garayta 

1:45PM-3:15PM 

WC M119 

The purpose of this session is to familiarize faculty with the MiTransfer Pathway initiative and 

the process of transfer articulation in general. Focus will be on why course-to-course 

transferability of courses is becoming increasingly important for community college students 

and on what processes LCC is putting into place to help increase effective transfer articulation. 

At the conclusion of this session participants will be able to list 3 factors that have increased the 

need for course-to-course transfer; 2) explain how to use the Michigan Transfer Network 

(mitransfer.org) website to check on current transferability of courses; 3) explain the process of 

creating a transfer articulation agreement; 4) list 3 strategies to implement within their 

programs to increase course-to-course transferability. 

 

Using Argos and Interpreting Data 

Dana Cogswell 

1:45PM-3:15PM 

WC M120 

Are you interested in learning the information in Argos that is readily available and relevant to 

you and your job? 

Are you frustrated looking at data and are unsure what to make of it? This session is for you! In 

this session we will walk through a brief Argos summary including: 

●  What is Argos? 

● How do I access it? 

● What kind of information can I get from Argos? 

● What are the limitations of Argos? 

● How should I proceed when the data aren’t available in Argos? 

But, more importantly, we will attempt to answer the other questions – Why? What’s in it for 

me? How can this help me? When you register, please submit your burning questions or 

common frustrations. Following a brief overview of Argos, we will explore live demonstrations. 

Bring your laptops, if possible, for this hands-on experience. Registration is required for this 

session.  

To register use this link: https://forms.gle/3jhuEpTZv6ir8GWFA 

https://forms.gle/3jhuEpTZv6ir8GWFA


 

Classroom Management and Disruptive Behavior 

Chris Thompson, Rodney Bahl, and Pam Davis 

1:45PM-3:15PM 

WC M121 

Disruptive, rude and troublesome behavior is increasingly prevalent in college classrooms.  Join 

Counseling, Student Compliance and LCC Police to review disruptive and dangerous behaviors 

through discussion, case studies, and tips and techniques that may aid in de-escalation. Learn 

how to identify behaviors, deploy strategies, and how and when to report students to student 

compliance or police.  Discuss how changes in behavior could indicate changes in mental 

health, what to look for, and how to refer students for counseling.  Additionally, we will review 

situations where behavior may be associated with a documented disability, and explore ways to 

manage behavior and still provide accommodations.  

 

Respecting Trans Students 

Sarah Garcia-Linz and Jess Stevens 

1:45PM-3:15PM 

WC M122 

Many of our students identify as transgender, non-binary, or gender non-conforming. These 

students often face increased barriers (personal, financial, academic) and as faculty and staff, 

we want all students to feel safe, included, and supported. 

The goal of this workshop is to provide a basic understanding of what some of these barriers 

may be, what resources are available, explore some real-life scenarios, and provide a chance to 

ask questions and share experiences. 

 

Effective Large Group Discussions  

Matt VanCleave and Jeff Janowick 

1:45PM-3:15PM 

WC M124 

We will discuss how to develop online discussion assignments that require students to engage 

with the material and each other in a meaningful way that enhances their understanding of 

material and builds critical thinking skills.  Since some of these techniques cross over to face to 

face discussions, the session will be broadly relevant to effective discussions tout court.  This is 

as it should be since it would be surprising if the skills needed to carry out effective online 

discussions had nothing to do with skills needed to facilitate face to face discussions.  Since the 

session will be more a discussion than a presentation, we hope that the session itself will model 

an effective discussion.   

 

 



 

Cybersecurity Education in Liberal Studies and STEM programs: An Imperative for Student 

Success 

Jason Mitchell, Edward Thomas, Brian Nelson, Cameron Dean, and Joshua Goodrich 

1:45PM-3:15PM 

WC M124A 

This session will discuss the importance of cyber defense topics in non-technical courses. 

Attendees will be introduced to the faculty team from the LCC Center for Cybersecurity 

Education (CCE), which has been recently designated as a Center of Academic Excellence in 

Cyber Defense by the National Security Agency and Department of Homeland Security. Topics 

will include why cybersecurity education is vital in today’s non-technical classrooms and how 

LCC faculty can leverage the services of the CCE to help them and their students. Examples for 

incorporating cybersecurity into Liberal Studies and STEM courses will be discussed. 

 

Using Open Learning Assignments to Inspire Critical and Creative Thinking 

Leslie Johnson and Sarah Steinhour 

1:45PM-3:15PM 

WC M124B 

Looking for a writing project that engages students’ intellect and creativity?  Tired of reading 

bland student writing on boring white paper? Try Open Learning! Having students compose 

assignments in public spaces, such as blogs and wikis, has many pedagogical advantages. In this 

workshop, we’ll explain why instructors may want to use Open Learning Spaces, share 

examples of class and student projects, as well as give participants time and guidance to begin 

creating their own projects through LCC’s Open Learning Lab. 

 

OER and Homework Systems 

Joe Esquibel, Bruce Farris, Arthur Wohlwil and Jim Luke 

1:45PM-3:15PM 

WC U233 

For-profit publishers have tied online textbooks to costly online homework systems as a way to 

stop OER.  For a while it worked. But LCC, along with several other pioneering schools are 

making it possible for faculty to create their own open online homework systems –without 

needing to code - by using open technologies like H5P, pHet Simulations, Pressbooks, and 

WordPress. Learn at this session how these techs work, what resources we have, and what 

we’ve done. What would you like to build? Let’s do it.  
 

 



 

Using Kaltura My Media to Engage Students in D2L 

Chris Richards and Kara Wiedman 

1:45PM-3:15PM 

WC U244 

Kaltura My Media is a video platform, integrated within D2L, which allows Instructors and 

students to create, store, and stream multimedia (video, audio, screen capture). Instructors can 

increase engagement, presence, and collaboration by incorporating video into course 

curriculum. This session will provide an overview and demonstration of Kaltura My Media, 

provide creative ideas for engaging students in D2L using video, as well as Q&A opportunities. 

  



 

Session Three 3:30 - 5:00 p.m.  

 

Student Portfolios for Tech Careers 

Chad Flynn  

3:30PM-5:00PM 

WCB S147 (Virtual Session) 

Facilitated by Chad Flynn, Sr. Faculty member of Trades, Vancouver @ Kwantlen Polytech 

(virtual session) 

In this virtual session, participants will explore portfolios created by students who are in an 

electrical program. We will then discuss ways to develop and use student portfolios here at LCC. 

This session is geared toward Tech Careers faculty, but all are welcome. 

 

Introduction to Universal Design for Learning (face-to-face) 

Pam Smith 

3:30PM-5:00PM 

WC M119 

This session will explore the Why, What, and How of Universal Design for Learning (UDL). UDL is 

an inherently inclusive framework that aims to meet the needs of variable learners and 

therefore supports accessibility. View this online session to discover learner-focused 

approaches to course and curriculum design. 

 

 

Using Argos and Interpreting Data 

Dana Cogswell 

3:30PM-5:00PM 

WC M120 

Are you interested in learning the information in Argos that is readily available and relevant to 

you and your job? 

Are you frustrated looking at data and are unsure what to make of it? This session is for you! In 

this session we will walk through a brief Argos summary including: 

●  What is Argos? 

● How do I access it? 

● What kind of information can I get from Argos? 

● What are the limitations of Argos? 



 

● How should I proceed when the data aren’t available in Argos? 

But, more importantly, we will attempt to answer the other questions – Why? What’s in it for 

me? How can this help me? When you register, please submit your burning questions or 

common frustrations. Following a brief overview of Argos, we will explore live demonstrations. 

Bring your laptops, if possible, for this hands-on experience. Registration is required for this 

session.  

To register follow this link: https://forms.gle/3jhuEpTZv6ir8GWFA 

 

Classroom Management and Disruptive Behavior 

Chris Thompson, Rodney Bahl and Pam Davis 

3:30PM-5:00PM 

WC M121 

Disruptive, rude and troublesome behavior is increasingly prevalent in college classrooms.  Join 

Counseling, Student Compliance and LCC Police to review disruptive and dangerous behaviors 

through discussion, case studies, and tips and techniques that may aid in de-escalation. Learn 

how to identify behaviors, deploy strategies, and how and when to report students to student 

compliance or police.  Discuss how changes in behavior could indicate changes in mental 

health, what to look for, and how to refer students for counseling.  Additionally, we will review 

situations where behavior may be associated with a documented disability, and explore ways to 

manage behavior and still provide accommodations.  

 

Learning and Teaching through Stories 

Melissa Lucken, Sally Pierce and Chris Manning 

3:30PM-5:00PM 

WC M122 

What would our lives be without our stories? We don’t mean our favorite TV shows or the 

guilty pleasure novel lying next to our favorite recliner. No, we’re talking about the stories of 

moments and struggles that define us and force us to grow in our wisdom. Stories that first 

teach and then restore our compassion, and others that show us what is right, what is wrong, 

and what is just. As teachers, we use stories because they have the power to penetrate fear and 

indifference. In this workshop, we explore the art of narrative through three very different 

perspectives without losing sight of using narrative to reach others. We will explore how to use 

narrative in other subjects. So, join our session and start telling your story. 

 

 

https://forms.gle/3jhuEpTZv6ir8GWFA


 

The Learning Commons Experience  

Learning Commons Staff 

3:30PM-5:00PM 

WC M124 

The Learning Commons provides a variety of academic support and learning assistance for 

students in and out of the classroom. Join us to learn what services and resources are available, 

and find out how to: 

● Collaborate with Faculty Professional Tutors and Student Learning Assistants to optimize 

learning outcomes as well as improve student success. 

● Explore options offered by the Learning Commons for Embedded Academic Support:  

o   mind.blown Pop-Up Events 

o   Achieve 360 Academic Skill Builder Workshops 

o   Supply Drops; Exam Prep Parties 

o   Learning Assistance 

o   Writing Studio 

o   Global Discussion Table 

o   and much, much more! 

●  Discover what a Learning Assistant (LA) does, and how to request one for your class. 

●  Learn what technology, text books, models, and other resources students can access in 

the Learning Commons. 

 

Creating Effective Writing and Essay Prompts 

Susan Serafin-Jess 

3:30PM-5:00PM 

WC M124A 

Not all writing and essay prompts are alike, some fall flat while others inspire..Attend this 

session to  learn how to create prompts that do the latter. The session will involve 

brainstorming, discussion, sharing of some successful prompts, and a chance to put them to the 

test by, you guessed it... writing.  

 



 

Native American Inclusion in the Classroom  

Melinda Hernandez  

3:30PM-5:00PM 

WC M124B 

Epistemology defines not only what and how we know, but also who can and cannot know. 

There There by Tommy Orange, raises serious epistemological, pedagogical and curricular issues 

that ought to cause us as post-secondary instructors concern. If reading this novel from a 

Western perspective, a Western Literary and Epistemological Canon, then we cause more harm 

than good, leading to perpetuation of Tokenism, Stereotyping, Fragmentation, Isolation and 

cultural appropriation. An accurate read of There There requires two concurrent literacies: One 

examining Western distortions and biases toward Native Culture resulting in a fictionalized 

American Identity and another devoted to an accurate understanding of Native American 

knowledge, history and culture. 

The author instructs reader of the need for multiple literacies in the “Prologue” when Orange 

writes, “In 1621 colonist invited Massasoit, the chief of the Wampanoags, to a feast after a 

recent land deal. Massasoit come with ninety men. That meal is why we still eat a meal 

together in November. Celebrate it is as a nation. But that one wasn’t a thanksgiving meal, [I]t 

was a land-deal meal” (4). Myths like Thanksgiving as a symbol of friendship, while making 

history palatable for some, marks the beginning of a “five-hundred-year-old genocidal 

campaign” (8) for Native Americans. Thanksgiving and other similar stories, perpetuate a 

fictionalized American identity and the erasure of Native American history, tradition and 

culture. Whereas a proper reading is that Natives struggle (past, present and future) for self-

determination and sovereignty against the Euro-American Drive for conquest.  

 

What We Learned: A Lilly Conference Share 

Martha Madigan, Tammy Root, Tiffany LaPeer, Richard Monroe and Suzanne Bernsten 

3:30PM-5:00PM 

WC U233 

Many of us attend professional conferences and learn engaging and compelling concepts, 

methods, and information that would be of interest to our colleagues, but we don’t often have 

the opportunity to share. Join us for a discussion about ideas and information that we found 

particularly useful at the 2019 Lilly Conference on Evidence-Based Teaching & Learning. 

 

 



 

Continuing the Accessibility Initiative with Ally in D2L 

Chris Richards and Kara Wiedman 

3:30PM-5:00PM 

WC U244 

Ally is an accessibility tool, integrated into D2L, designed to improve the usability and 

accessibility of course content that is created or uploaded into D2L. Ally, as a tool, will not 

change how Instructors currently use D2L for the management of their courses, but will aid 

Instructors in identifying course content that could be improved for accessibility. This session 

will provide an overview and demonstration of Ally in D2L, as well as Q&A opportunities. 

 

  



 

Thursday, January 9 

 

12:30PM Check-in  

(HHS Garden Level) 

1:00-1:30PM General Assembly 

1:45-2:45PM Keynote Address – Dr. Bailey (Group One) 

Concurrent Sessions (Group Two) 

3:00-4:00PM Keynote Address – Dr. Bailey (Group Two) 

Concurrent Sessions (Group One) 

4:00PM Checkout  

(HHS Garden Level) 

 

Please refer to the sticker on your name badge for your group 

assignment:  

Group One - Blue 

Group Two - Green  



 

Thursday, January 9 Session Descriptions 

 

Preferred Name/Pronoun Initiative – Information Session 

Monica Del Castillo and Jess Stevens 

HHS 020 

This session will facilitate a discussion about the preferred name initiative, why is it important, 

who it impacts and how the initiative is being put into operation. In the coming months, there 

will be a training for faculty members to better understand this important work. All who would 

like to learn more about the initiative, what the faculty role will look like and timeline are 

welcome to attend. Join us! 

 

 

Becoming a Critical Interventionist: Language Ideology and Student Identity Construction 

Floyd Pouncil and Nick Sanders 

HHS 021 

This session will encourage faculty and staff to become critical interventionist through an 

exploration of Language Ideology and Language Subordination. Our goal will be to critically 

engage with language and identity in order to begin imagining ways we can support LCC 

students. 

 

 

Ethical Edges: Who's Slipping through the Cracks and Why? 

Chris Manning 1:45-2:45PM 

Tim Deines 3:00PM-4:00PM 

HHS 022 

In this session we will view the 37-minute Open Ed 2018 Conference Keynote Address by Jess 

Mitchell and have a discussion about our "barnacles". 

 

About the speaker: 

Jess Mitchell is Senior Manager, Research + Design at the Inclusive Design Research Centre 

(http://idrc.ocad.ca). Jess manages large-scale international projects and initiatives focusing on 

fostering innovation within diverse communities while achieving outcomes that benefit 

everyone. Mitchell is a community leader who works in a highly collaborative, open, and 

iterative manner borrowing methods from complex project management, agile, participatory, 

and inclusive design. Jess has worked on complex distributed projects, bridging gaps among 

diverse stakeholders and fostering innovation. Those projects have ranged from building the 



 

Ghana Internet Exchange Point in West Africa, teaching a “startup” course for 4th year students 

at Duke University, facilitating workshops with government, industry, and non-profit partners, 

and working to make the Internet accessible and inclusive to all. 

 

 

Working with Students with Disabilities  

Amanda Preston and Andy George 

HHS 023 

The Center for Student Access recognizes disability as an integral component of diversity. We 

consult with students, faculty, and staff to support the ongoing development of an accessible 

college. This session will cover information how to successfully engage students with 

disabilities. We will also review how accommodations work at LCC. 

 


